Everyone’s new best friend is coming to
Cartoon Network
Monday, November 3, 2014
New original animated series Clarence premieres Monday 3rd November at 5:30pm
Clarence, the latest original animated comedy series from Cartoon Network premieres on Monday 3rd
November at 5:30pm. The refreshingly funny and heartfelt Clarence joins Adventure Time, Regular
Show, The Amazing World of Gumball, Uncle Grandpa and Steven Universe for a powerhouse comedic
line-up every Monday and Friday night on Cartoon Network.
Clarence is an optimistic, spirited, lovable boy who sees the best in everyone and everything, because
to Clarence, everything is amazing! The series celebrates the best of childhood: epic dirt ﬁghts,
awkward crushes, trampoline combat, sleepover pranks and secret tree forts - all through the eyes of
Clarence.
Clarence's novel perspective transforms nearly any situation, however mundane, into the best day
ever. No matter what happens, good or bad, nothing brings Clarence down. Clarence shares his
adventures with his remarkable group of friends and family. His two best friends include the scrappy
Sumo (voiced by Tom Kenny, Adventure Time) and cautious Jeﬀ (voiced by Sean Giambrone, The
Goldbergs). Keeping Clarence contained is the responsibility of his sassy and patient mum Mary (voiced
by Katie Crown) and her laid-back boyfriend Chad (voiced by Eric Edelstein). Set in Aberdale, a
charming small town, Clarence's stories are inspired by the triumphs and tragedies of childhood.
Although, in Clarence's hands, these stories always veer oﬀ the main road, if not oﬀ the map entirely.
Clarence was conceived as part of Cartoon Network Studios' thriving and proliﬁc shorts development
program which also created the network's latest hit animated series Steven Universe, Uncle Grandpa
and Regular Show.
Clarence premieres on Cartoon Network on Monday, 3rd November at 5:30pm and rolls out every
Monday and Friday night.
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About Cartoon Network
Cartoon Network is a universally appealing boy focused girl inclusive channel driven by its exciting
slate of quirky comedy and adventure. The programming line-up explores the relatable themes of
humour, friendship, imagination, action and adventure. Cartoon Network targets boys and girls aged
8-12 and aims to champion kids being themselves through its rich mix of entertaining and globally
successful content. The programming slate includes leading comedy animations, The Amazing World of
Gumball, Adventure Time and Regular Show, Steven Universe and Uncle Grandpa and classic action
adventure shows, Ben 10 Omniverse and DreamWorks Dragons: Riders of Berk.
Cartoon Network launched as a pan-European channel in 1993. The channel now has localised services
throughout Europe, the Middle East and Africa where it is available in 18 languages and in over 131
million homes.

